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Team of Technical Experts (TTE) criteria

 The secretariat selects the members of the TTE. CGE provides guidance 

to the secretariat to assist it in fulfilling the TTE criteria. 

 The criteria is as follows:

 TTE is composed of experts nominated to the UNFCCC roster of experts;

 Only those nominated experts who have successfully completed the CGE 

training programme are eligible to serve in the TTE;

 A TTE shall include at least one CGE member and up to one third of the TTE;

 For other experts on the TTE, priority will be given to experts who served as 

the members of the CGE;

 The TTE is composed with a view to ensuring in the overall composition of the 

TTEs that the majority of experts come from non-Annex I Parties; 

 Geographical balance; and

 Each TTE shall be coled by two experts: one from an Annex I Party and 

another from a non-Annex I Party.
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TTE composition example

name country Chapter

1 Ms. Selam Kidane Abebe CGE member from Ethiopia Support

2 Mr. Rizaldi Boer Indonesia REDD+

3 Mr. Sangay Dorji Bhutan Support

4 Mr. Christoph Streissler Austria Mitigation actions

5 Ms. Baasansuren Jamsranjav Mongolia Mitigation actions

6 Mr. Peter Aarup Iversen Denmark REDD+

7 Mr. Jongikhaya Witi South Africa (Co lead) GHG inventory

8 Mr. Takeshi Enoki CGE member from Japan (Co lead) GHG inventory
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name country Chapter

1 Mr. Luis Cáceres Silva former CGE member the from Ecuador Support

2 Ms. Anna Sikharulidze Georgia Mitigation

3 Mr. Stanford Mwakasonda United Republic of Tanzania GHG inventory

4 Mr. Vute Wangwacharakul former CGE member from Thailand (Co lead) Support

5 Mr. Harry Vreuls Netherlands GHG inventory

6 Mr. Takeshi Enoki CGE member from Japan (Co lead) Mitigation



TTE Training

 Experts must successfully 

complete the training to be part 

of the TTE.

 On line course

 Experts will have a few months 

to go through the material

 Experts will take an exam 

during the assigned 

assessment period.

 Registration for next round 

open until August 10, 2017
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The technical analysis
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Aim of the technical analysis

The  technical  analysis  will  aim  to increase  transparency  of  mitigation  

actions  and  their  effects. The TTE shall:

(a) Identify information: Identify the extent to which the elements of 

information listed in paragraph 3(a) of the guidelines contained in 

decision 2/CP.17, annex IV, are included in the BUR of the Party 

concerned; 

(b) Undertake a technical analysis of information contained in the BUR as 

outlined in the “UNFCCC biennial update reporting guidelines for 

Parties not included in Annex I to the Convention” contained in annex III 

to decision 2/CP.17, and any additional technical information that may 

be provided by the Party concerned; 

(c) In consultation with the Party concerned, identify capacity-building 

needs in order to facilitate reporting in accordance with annex III to 

decision 2/CP.17, and participating in international consultation and 

analysis in accordance with annex IV to decision 2/CP.17, taking into 

account Article 4, paragraph 3, of the Convention.
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The technical analysis is not a review!

 Objectives

 Depth

 Output

 TACCC

 Voluntary requirements

 Capacity constraints
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Timeline for the technical analysis
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http://unfccc.int/playground/items/10345.php

Draft summary 

report to be 

completed by 3 

months after the 

start of the TA



What does the TTE do?
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General Steps to analyzing the BUR

1. Read relevant sections of the BUR (national circumstances, institutional 

arrangements, GHG inventory, mitigation sections).

2. Begin filling out the checklist.

3. Ask Party any issues that need further explanation/clarification.

4. Complete the checklist.

5. For the reporting element that is “partly” or “not provided,” ask Party 

whether that issue can be resolved by themselves, or whether there is a 

capacity building need.

6. Draft report.

7. Team, Co leads, and secretariat reviews draft.

8. Draft report sent to Party for comments.

9. Party comments reflected as necessary .

10. Report published. 11



Decision Reporting requirement

(shall/should/encourage/may,etc.)

Yes/No Comments on the 

extent of the 

information 

provided

Decision 2/CP.17, 

annex III, paragraph 9
Is there an inventory report? (should)

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 13
Procedures and arrangements for 

inventory preparation included?

(encourage)

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 21
Information on methods, activity data, 

emission factors included? (encourage)

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 24
Information on uncertainties included?

(encourage)

Decision 2/CP.17, 

annex III, paragraph 6
Are the sectoral tables included?

(encourage)

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 22
Are tables 1 and 2 included? (encourage)

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 23
Are the sectoral tables and worksheets 

included?   (encourage)

Decision 2/CP.17, 

annex III, paragraph 10
Is there a technical annex? (may)

Elements of information reported: Checklist
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Basis for 

reporting 

requirement Reporting 

requirement

Analysis of 

completeness of 

information based 

on information 

provided in the 

BUR
Comments are the most 

important element of the table. 
They explain the analysis and clearly 

describe the extent to which 

information was not provided in 

cases where the evaluation is not 

‘yes’. Comments also reflect further 

clarification provided by the Party 

during the technical analysis



Decision Reporting requirement

(shall/should/encourage/may,etc.)

Yes/No Comments on the 

extent of the 

information 

provided

Decision 2/CP.17, 

annex III, paragraph 9
Is there an inventory report? (should) Y

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 13
Procedures and arrangements for 

inventory preparation included?

(encourage)

Y

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 21
Information on methods, activity data, 

emission factors included? (encourage)
Y Ask question

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 24
Information on uncertainties included?

(encourage)
Y Ask question

Decision 2/CP.17, 

annex III, paragraph 6
Are the sectoral tables included?

(encourage)
N Ask question

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 22
Are tables 1 and 2 included? (encourage) Y

Decision 17/CP.8, 

annex, paragraph 23
Are the sectoral tables and worksheets 

included?   (encourage)
N Same as above

Elements of information reported: Checklist
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Decision Reporting requirement

(shall/should/encourage/may,etc.)

Yes/No Comments on the 

extent of the 

information 

provided

Decision 2/CP.17, 

annex III, paragraph 10
Is there a technical annex? (may) No Non issue

Decision 2/CP.17, 
paragraph 41(g)

Does the report cover the inventory for the 
calendar year no more than four years prior 
to the date of the submission?
(shall)

Y

Decision 2/CP.17, annex 
III, paragraph 7

Has the non-Annex I Party reported a 
consistent time series?
(encourage)

Y

Decision 2/CP.17, annex 
III, paragraph 8

Are the summary tables for previous 
submission years included?
(encourage)

Y

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 14

Are emissions of CO2, CH4, and N2O 
provided on a gas-by-gas basis and in units 
of mass? (shall, as appropriate and to the 
extent possible)

Partially

Gas by gas but

not in units of 

mass. Ask 

question

Elements of information reported: Checklist
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Decision Reporting requirement

(shall/should/encourage/may,etc.)

Yes/No Comments on the 

extent of the 

information 

provided

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 20

Are  the GWP provided by the IPCC in its 
Second Assessment Report based on the 
effects of GHGs over a 100-year time horizon 
used? (should)

? Ask question

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 15

Are information on emissions of HFCs, PFCs 
and SF6 provided?
(encouraged, as appropriate)

Y

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 16

Are emission of CO, NOx and NMVOCs 
provided? (encouraged, as appropriate)

?

Ask question
Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 17

Are emission of SOx provided? (may) ?

Decision 2/CP.17, annex 
III, paragraph 3

Are the UNFCCC guidelines for the 
preparation of national communications 
from non-Annex I Parties used? (should)

Y

Elements of information reported: Checklist
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Decision Reporting requirement

(shall/should/encourage/may,etc.)

Yes/No Comments on the 

extent of the 

information 

provided

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 4

Are the methods in the latest UNFCCC 
guidelines for the preparation of national 
communications used? (should)

Y

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 5

Are activity levels reported? (should) Y

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 9

Are the appropriate tier methods used? 
(may)

? Ask question

Decision 2/CP.17, annex 
III, paragraph 10

Are country specific emission factors used? 
(encourage)

Y Ask question

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 11

Are the IPCC good practice guidance used? 
(encourage)

Y

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 12

Is the key source analysis conducted? 
(encouraged, to the extent possible)

Y Ask question

Elements of information reported: Checklist
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Decision Reporting requirement

(shall/should/encourage/may,etc.)

Yes/No Comments on the 

extent of the 

information 

provided

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 19

Are emissions from international aviation 
and marine bunker fuels reported 
separately? Are they excluded from the 
national totals?
(should, to the extent possible)

Y

Decision 17/CP.8, annex, 
paragraph 18

Are CO2 from fuel combustion estimated by 
both the sectoral and the reference 
approaches? Are any large differences 
between the two approaches explained?
(encouraged, to the extent possible)

Y Ask question

Elements of information reported: Checklist
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To prepare for the technical analysis

 Before the analysis: 

 In-depth understanding on the reporting guidelines

 Follow the guidelines as best as possible

 During the analysis week: 

 Helpful to response to the questions raised by TTE to give them better 

understanding on national circumstance, capacity building needs and better 

reporting for next time. 

 After the analysis

 Check the TTE findings! 

 Use the report as input to your next BUR cycle.

 The approach to the technical analysis: good opportunity to learn and 

receive guidance/advice.
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